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Elizabeth
“Saturn?... You said all we needed was a ship to get to Titan, so

why the change of plans now?”

“Zero”

THE PRIOR PLAN CAME WITH THE ASSUMPTION OF CERTAIN DETAILS

Elizabeth
“Those being?...”

“Zero”

THINGS WILL BE EASIER TO EXPLAIN ONCE WE ARRIVE
(Short pause)

ENGAGING THE QUANTUM DRIVE

Looking out through the cockpit window, you see the icy Europa landscape and the
Jupiter system in the background fade to white as the drive is activated, and after a few moments,

the ambiance from the ship’s electronics and the humming of the drive are replaced by violent
shaking and what almost sounds like wind shear hitting against the exterior of the ship.

As your vision returns to normal, you look out through the window again and see nothing but raging winds
blowing a mix of white and tan colored gas like substances every which way and frequent flashes of lighting.

Elizabeth
(Muffled noises from the outside in the background)

“(Anxiously) You sure those coordinates were correct?”

“Zero”

CURRENT LOCATION VERIFIED

PREPARING TO REMOTELY ACCESS LANDING BAY DOORS

Slowly a pair of massive doors fade into view from out of the storm like conditions outside
and slide away, giving way to the landing bay Zero was referring to, and as the ship enters

into the bay, the violent sounds rapidly dissipate into nothing once the doors close behind it.

Coming to a stop, the ship continues to levitate above the floor of the bay, which as you look out,
is only a few meters larger than the ship on all sides.  And just as things seem to settle down, the

hatch that you used to enter into the cockpit breaks the silence and opens up,
followed by the step ladder unfolding downward.

“Zero”

WELCOME TO SATURN

Credit Note:
(Cover art is an edited version of an illustration that was done by Joe Bergeron)



Elizabeth
“Saturn’s a gas giant though, which means... huh.”

“Zero”

SOMETHING WRONG?

Elizabeth
“No, just another round of... familiarity.”

After climbing down the ladder and through the hatch, you begin to walk out in front of ship where you find
a locked doorway which leads out of the hanger bay.  As for the hanger itself, the surrounding walls are mostly

barren and constructed out of metallic materials, while the ceiling is composed of several large web beams,
with these in particular being the kind with circles cut out of them.

Elizabeth
(After trying to open the door and nothing happens, and if the player takes no further actions)

“Will you be getting this one, or am I gonna have to knock again?”
(Pulls Blaster out)

“Zero”

STAND BY
(Short pause)

I AM UNABLE TO GAIN ACCESS TO THE INTERIOR

DOOR NETWORK AT THIS TIME

HOWEVER

AVAILABLE SCHEMATICS SHOW THESE DOORWAYS ARE

VULNERABLE TO EXTREME TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS

Elizabeth
(Switches the Blaster to freeze mode)

“Figured as much.”

Freezing the doorway all the way to the very edges of its frame, you switch back to heat ray mode,
and after only a brief moment of firing upon it, the entire door shatters into countless pieces.  Giving way
to a space that isn’t lit, your Luna’s Light takes over, and as you step through the now shattered doorway,

you enter into a corridor which connects to the other hanger bays of the facility.

(Gameplay note: though all of the other doorways to the hanger bays are closed, the player can gain access to
them if they so choose, with some of the bays having other ships, now long abandoned of course, inside them)

With the corridor extending into a dead end on your left, you see that the section on your right leads towards what
appears to be a slightly opened sliding doorway, and as you reach it and begin to slide it to the side (requiring

Armstrong), it gives way to a t-junction, and on the wall now directly ahead of you, you see the following:

& MINING

FOCAL COREAERO ARRAY 1



Elizabeth
(After looking over the signage)

“Okay, what’s all this about?”

“Zero”

I SUGGEST WE FIND A NETWORKED TERMINAL IN THE FOCAL CORE FIRST

Elizabeth
“Fine.  Though, how can this place be giving you

that much of a hard time?”

“Zero”

ALL REMOTE ACCESS ATTEMPTS HAVE BEEN UNSUCCESSFUL

ANALYSIS SUGGESTS THE AUTOMATION SYSTEM HAS BEEN ALTERED

DIRECT INTERFACING WILL BE REQUIRED TO RESOLVE

Elizabeth
“Altered?... by who?”

“Zero”

PARTY UNKNOWN

Seeing as the doorway to the Aero Array is bulkhead grade (so firing the
Blaster at it does nothing), you have no other choice but to proceed down the

hallway on your right, which leads to a stairwell that leads only upwards.

Approaching the top, the stairs open up to the base of the “Focal Core,”
which as you look up, extends for at least a few hundred meters.  Similar to the layout

of the towers of Olympus (except this time in a triangle shape rather than a circle), the sides of the
core are stacked with balcony like walkways that have more “Aero Array” labels across them (all numbered

in numerical order according to their respected level), and extending out from each of the levels, you
see massive electrical cables (not currently powered) connect to a spire of steel and more wiring in the core

itself, with all of it then flowing upward into a brightly lit area at the top of the facility (you’re too far away
right now to see any details beyond just a bright spot at the top).

You also see structures that have a similar quality to something you’d see inside a
blimp or giant airship, situated in between the Aero Array walkway balconies.

Elizabeth
“Huh, so... just giant balloons.”



Unlike the fabricator, a map of the facility isn’t handed to you straight from the start,
so you resort to making use of the echolocation and the resulting Map Maestro visual

translation to situate yourself with the layout of the Focal Core.

As for the base area you currently occupy, its shape is also a triangle and consists of three levels that are
interconnected via walkways that criss cross around the core (after the third level, the Aero Array balcony

walkways begin).  With its overall footprint being roughly that of half of a football field, and seeing as the actual
core itself is mostly taken up by the foundational structure of the spire that links to each Array level up above (via

the aforementioned electrical cables), you move towards spaces that are embedded within the three outer walls of
the base area.  Which as you start to look around, seem to be a mix of living quarters and workshop like spaces.

Lifts can also be seen as being what forms the three corners of the triangular core, and though
they appear to be fully powered and physically accessible at this time, their controls are unresponsive.

Elizabeth
(If the player tries to use one of the lifts)

“(Looks up towards the brightly lit area at the top of the core) Power seems fine,
so its almost as if someone didn’t want company.”

“Zero”

AUDIO ANALYSIS DETECTS NO OTHER HEART BEATS

OR MECHANICAL ABNORMALITIES

Elizabeth
“Wait, you can hear my heart beat?”

“Zero”

YES

YOU CAN NOT?

Elizabeth
“Well um... sure, sometimes... (short pause) ...(softly) and other times when I don’t want to.”

“Zero”

RECORDS HAVE SHOWN HIGH RATES DURING NON PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

I HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO CONCLUDE WHY

Elizabeth
“Fear... that one is fear.”

(Gameplay note: while conversing, the player is still in control and can continue to investigate the area)

“Zero”

FEAR
(Short pause)

DATA SUGGESTS THIS IS A BIOLOGICAL DRAWBACK

Elizabeth
“I prefer, defense mechanism, to the unknown.

Harder to act accordingly, if one is not aware, if you ask me.”



Continuing your exploration of the Focal Core’s base levels, you manage to find a small emergency
stairwell near one of the unresponsive lifts, but as you make it past the third level, you see that the
section that leads to the first Aero Array is missing.  Getting a closer look, you also notice that the

break areas look less like the result of a collapse, and more to the degree of having been
cut away on purpose due to their clean appearance.

Elizabeth
“These cuts are too clean to be from just ware and tare, seems the network isn’t the

only foul play going on here.”

Heading back down to the two upper levels of the core’s base, you eventually come across a room
which has the first set of terminals you’ve seen since your arrival, as well as being the only core base
area that has a electrical cable connection to the central spire structure.  Taking up most of one of the
three sides of the triangular shaped core, along with having a massive single pane of glass (with parts
of it shattered or broken away completely) on the wall which overlooks the entire Focal Core base area

itself, you enter its already opened access door and see the following label on the back wall.

SOLAR GRID DISTRIBUTION
Just below the label, you also observe a large rectangular electronic display, and though it is

currently unlit, you manage to make out some of the information on it such as an overall map of the
solar system and several lines connecting between the planets and their respected moons.

Elizabeth
“(Softly to herself) A solar system power grid, (normally while looking over a nearby terminal),

Hmm... we’ve got plenty of terminals, but none active.”

“Zero”

ACCESSING ARCHIVE FILES
(Short pause)

IT WOULD APPEAR ALL SOLAR GRID COMMAND FUNCTIONALITY

WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE THERMAL EMITTER FACILITY IN 2058

Elizabeth
“I presume at the top, right?  The one place our, unknown party, doesn’t want us to go.”

“Zero”

BASIC NETWORK CAPABILITIES MAY STILL BE ACCESSIBLE

I SUGGEST FINDING A WAY TO RESTORE POWER IN ORDER TO

SUSTAIN A TEMPORARY CONNECTION



Walking out of the distribution control room, you continue your exploration of the Focal Core base
levels, and in doing so, you realize that the top level of the base seems to be geared towards control

and management of the facility, at least, it was before things were moved around in 2058, then shifted
again towards full automation only a few years after that (with the same items such as “Upload” invitations
and left behind personal belongings in the living quarters making you assume that Entropy went through

the same transition to complete Zero One control that Sovereign Fabrication did).

(Gameplay note: the base levels can be explored in which ever order the player chooses,
which will cause some dialogue to occur at either different times or not at all)

Now on the middle level after having no luck on the third, you find it to be mostly composed of workshop
spaces the workers must of used to keep both the foundational components, as well as the rest of the
Focal Core and Aero Arrays above it, up and running during the days of Human controlled operation.

Though most of the shops contain a standard stock of on site fabrication machinery for making replacement
parts and cutting electrical cables to size, one of the smaller shops does manage to catch your attention when

your Lead Line field begins to react to something as you get closer to it.

In the shop itself now, you use the X-Ray ability of your Luna’s Light implants to locate the source of the
disturbance, and as you do, a mass of light leads you to a back room in the shop, and after using another ice/heat

ray combo to get past its sealed doorway, you are greeted by a small work bench that is engulfed in a webbing
of electrical arching, with several Master Blasters and more of those portable battery like devices you acquired
while in the underground dwelling of Olympus on the bench itself appearing to be the source of the electricity.

Looking closer however, you see that it is mainly the Blasters that are the cause of the phenomenon
when you notice that the energy cells within them are pure white and seem to be emitting a subtle

static field which is feeding into the overall web of electricity.

Elizabeth
“You wouldn’t happen know the prolonged

effects of electricity on the Lead Line field, would you?”

“Zero”

ANALYZING
(Short pause)

I WOULD SAY LIMITED EXPOSURE IS ADVISED

Elizabeth
“You don’t say... (slight sigh while preparing to enter the web) better than nothing at least.”

Moving closer to the outer edge of the electrical web, the Lead Line field begins
to attract some of the arcs onto it (onto hands from player’s point of view) followed

by it dispersing all across your body in a harmless and barely noticeable shock.

Elizabeth
(After making contact with the web)

“Okay, not so bad.”

Having now passed through the outer edge of the electrical web, you slowly step forward for a few meters
(with the arcs getting more intense as you proceed) until you reach the edge of the bench where you then
pick up one of the Blasters, and not wanting to strain the Lead Line field for any longer than you have to,

you slowly make your way out of the room and back into the connected shop area.

(Scene note: After exiting the web, both the Lead Line field itself and small sparks can be seen fading away)



As the last small sparks of electricity and the visible form of the Lead Line field fade
away, you examine the Master Blaster you took from the bench in greater detail.

Looking at the new type of cell specifically, you see it is still emitting a static field, and since you
assume that its physical characteristics are similar to the cells you already have, you forgo just using

your hands to remove it, and instead make use of Armstrong to transplant it into your Blaster.

Elizabeth
(While putting the cell into the Blaster)

“A full set.”

Immediately after placing the static charged cell into the third and final port of the Blaster,
its overall appearance seems to brighten every so slightly and small electrical arcs

begin to emit from its firing head.

Elizabeth
“Suppose an initiation is in order then.”

Surrounded by numerous inactive machinery throughout the workshops on this level, you decide to
see just how effective this newest addition to your arsenal is and fire at a nearby piece of equipment.

(Gameplay note: Several different types of fabrication equipment can be found on this level,
so the player is left to choose which ever one they want for the initial test)

Appearing to be some form of cutting machine, the electricity that quickly surges out from the Blaster
begins to surround it, and after a few seconds, flows inward into its inner workings where it then proceeds

to power it up, causing it to go through its usual cutting sequence.  However, only a few moments after
you start firing, the Blaster appears to go into a cool down mode of some kind and the ray ceases

to function, causing the machine to return to its previous inactive state shortly thereafter.

Elizabeth
(Starts looking at all of the cells after observing the results of the test firing)
“They certainly didn’t call it the Master Blaster for nothing.  And besides the
cool down, no need to replenish either.  Wonder how they managed that.”

“Zero”

ARCHIVE FILES DESCRIBE IT HAS HAVING TO DO WITH

QUANTUM TUNNELING AND...

Elizabeth
(Interjects)

“(While giving off a slight chuckle) Maybe another time, but for now, do you think this will do the job?”

“Zero”

ONLY ONE WAY TO FIND OUT



Finishing up your exploration of the lower Focal Core base levels, you head back into the Solar Grid Distribution
center and walk towards the nearest “functional” looking terminal (some look to be in better shape than others).

Elizabeth
“Best to see if this doesn’t completely fry everything first.”

(Test fires at the terminal with the shock ray)

Again, the electricity from the ray engulfs the object it is fired upon, and just as before, it begins to find its
way into the inner electronics, and after a brief moment of sparks flying all around, both the terminal and everything

else in the room flicker to life, followed by powering down once the Blaster is forced into the cool down mode.
(Scene note: In the background, the solar system map can also be seen lighting up for a brief moment, and as it does,
its info and planet/moon positions are updated to their current positions, and if the player is observant enough, they’ll

notice that the ring that designates the asteroid belt disappears entirely during the update)

Elizabeth
“All right, so that works.  Your turn to bat, what now?”

“Zero”

CONNECT THE DATA FLOW WIRE DIRECTLY

INTO ONE OF THE TERMINAL INPUT PORTS
(Shows a crude wire-frame of the wire on the communicator,

and just before you make the changes and the communicator goes blank, types again)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

NO BAT DETECTED

Elizabeth
“It’s just a Human expression, imagination, remember?”

“Zero”

RIGHT
(Short pause)

COMMAND REWRITES SHOULD TAKE ONLY A FEW SECONDS

YOU MAY PROCEED WHEN READY

Disconnecting the wire on the communicator, the screen goes dark, and after plugging it into an undamaged input
port on one of the terminals, you remove the communicator from your wrist, placing it as far away from the terminal as

possible (with hopes that the wire’s shielding will be enough to stop an unwanted shock stream back to it),
and step back before firing again.

Elizabeth
“Here goes everything, again.”

Firing once more, the electricity enters the terminal and it powers up, however, thanks to the intensity of the
ray, your view of what is happening on the screen is obscured and only returns once the Blaster is forced to enter

into the cool down mode, and when it does, you see that the terminal has already powered down
and everything looks to be the same as it was before.

Elizabeth
(After quickly putting the communicator back into its original configuration)

“Did... did it work?”

“Zero”
(While sounds of one of the lifts descending can be heard in the background)

FOR THE MOST PART



Elizabeth
(While heading out of the room and towards the descending lift)

“(Sigh of relief, short pause) You by chance get any
new leads on who or what made the alterations?”

“Zero”

THE ERRONEOUS CODE AND PHYSICAL DAMAGE

RULE OUT ZERO ONE INVOLVEMENT

Elizabeth
(Gets on the lift, which then begins to rise towards the bright area at the top of the Focal Core)

“You suppose this has anything to do with Titan, then?”

”Zero”

I WILL NEED ACCESS TO THE REMAINING SYSTEMS TO

SEE IF A PROPER CONCLUSION CAN BE FORMED

Nearing the crown of the Focal Core, you pass by small horizontal slits on each
of the three walls of the core which are brightly lit by the light coming in from the outside.

But just as your Luna’s Light implants adjust to the increased brightness, both the lift, and the
spire that connects to all of the Aero Arrays down below, pass through several layers

of ceiling structure until finally emerging into what you assume
is the Thermal Emitter control room.

Also triangular in shape, and with no visible window structures, the room itself
appears to top off the entire facility since you notice that both the spire from below

(which is now taking up the center area of the room) and the ceiling structure,
come to a point nearly three stories above you.

“Zero”
(As you exit the lift)

ANOTHER DIRECT INTERFACE IS REQUIRED

Moving around the spire, you see a single bank of active terminals and
blinking lights from other equipment aligned against the wall that is directly

opposite of the lift (Scene note: if the player looks towards the corner on their
left as they enter, a small group of Cognition Spheres can be found).

Reconfiguring the communicator once again, you directly connect it to one
of the available input ports, and just as you do, both the communicator screen and

the displays on all of the terminals in the room go dark (along with the blinking
lights on the rest of the equipment).

Elizabeth
(After a few seconds of nothing happening)

“Hmm... (unsure) okay...”

Just then though, the terminals and equipment reactivate, and as you look back up,
you see the two massive panels that make up the wall directly ahead of you begin to slide

away, with the light that then pours into the room temperately blinding you,
as both your eyes and their respected optical implants are overwhelmed.



As the panels continue to slide away, your sight finally begins to adjust to the extreme brightness that is
now flooding into the room, and as the blinding light subsides, a diagonal pattern on the massive window
structure that has been exposed to you comes into focus, followed by cloud formations just outside of it,

and floating between them, you see several towering triangular structures, along with the rings
of Saturn filling in the background.

Moving right up to the window (Note: this moment only occurs if the player chooses to
get close to the window), you begin to zone out.  And in the far distance, you begin to see what look to
be the floating city platforms of Columbia, emerge from behind a cluster of clouds.  However, just as

this blending of reality and memory occurs, it quickly fades away as the communicator beeps.
(Very subtle, to the point that it could almost be missed, due to how far away they are)

Elizabeth
(Gets back into the moment as the memory vision fades)

Looking at the communicator now, you actually find that no new message has been sent, and
just as you wonder why it went off, you hear what sound like footsteps just behind you, and when

you turn around...

Unknown Female Being
“(Mildly agitated) What’ve you done to my pillars?”



Getting a full proper look as the being walks closer, you see an
early 30's, Caucasian Asian mix woman, with long smooth, “red head,” like hair

down to her shoulders, and in business casual attire which bares a small
Entropy insignia near the top right chest area.

Elizabeth
“I’m... sorry, you are?...”

Unknown Female Being
“Helen Brustle, founder of Entropy Energy, and overseer of all

Saturn based operations.  Now, what has become of my creations?”
(Walks past you and starts looking over the control terminals)

Elizabeth
“Another one of your duplicates I presume?”

Before you receive an answer from Zero however,
the manifestation responds first.

Brustle Manifestation
(While looking over the control terminals)

“Yes.”

Elizabeth
“Wait, you’re aware of that already?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Aware, yes, accepted, well... I’m just relaying what was told to me, right now.

(Manipulates controls, then looks over schematics of the pillar as they
are quickly flashed across a terminal display) Alright, let’s see, hmm...

shouldn’t be too challenging.”

“Zero”

IT WANTED TO KNOW

Brustle Manifestation
(Steps away from the control terminals and extends right hand,
which then begins to project an overall wire-frame of the pillar)

“You’re heading to Titan right?  Well then, we’ve got work to do.”



Elizabeth
“About that, I’ve gathered enough to know that we’re here for power reasons, but...

does all this really entail what I think it does?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Oh, it’s all quite simple in fact.  The burning of hydrocarbons on Titan may of been banned,

aside from emergency uses of course, but not even that could stop her desire for ambitious endeavors.
(projection begins to fill in the sides of the pillar structure with hundreds of massive wind turbine

like devices) Just put the right idea in the right place, and let nature do the rest (projection begins
to show the turbines spinning as the raging winds of Saturn are forced through them).

“Then, when you got what you need, do as you please...”
(projection then shows the energy generated by the Aero Array turbines being directed

through the Focal Core’s center spire and ”collected” at the top of the structure, followed
by it being “beamed” to the several moons that orbit Saturn, with a depiction of Titan and

several hexagon shaped structures on its surface absorbing the energy
being used as the primary example).

Elizabeth
“(Looks over projection, then softly) Huh... its like a, giant... Radar Range?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Ha, now there’s a term that hasn’t been used in some time, though, if you mean Microwaves, then yes.

That is of course, until we figured we could do so much more, but I digress (closes hand which
makes the projection disappear), the Enclaves aren’t going to save themselves, and that’ll
involve resolving issues of our own, so we best get started (starts walking towards the lift).

Elizabeth
”She seems normal enough, for now.”

“Zero”

DO YOU FIND ITS INITIAL CURIOSITY TROUBLESOME?

Elizabeth
“No, just... unexpected.”

Joining the manifestation in the lift, it begins to
descend back down into the Focal Core.

Elizabeth
“What kind of issues are we talking about anyways?”

Brustle Manifestation
(The lift re-enters the top of the Focal Core

and comes to a stop at Aero Array 57, followed by
the manifestation walking out ahead of you)

“Let’s have a closer look and find out.”



T114

Leaving the lift, you both walk out across the balcony structure of
level 57 (which extends all the way around the triangular Focal Core) towards a

5 meter wide bulkhead type door (dual door design) like the one that kept you from
gaining access to the first level Aero Array when you first arrived at the facility.

Brustle Manifestation
(Stops roughly a meter away from the front of the door and looks around)

“Hmm...”

(Subtle sounds of rushing air are heard all around in the background)

“Zero”

ATMOSPHERE REESTABLISHED

(Loud unlocking sound)

Brustle Manifestation
“Ah, there we go.”

Just then, each of the bulkhead like doors on all of the levels begin to
open up, and seeing as their respected sliding panels are nearly 2 meters

thick (which you observe while looking at the doorway directly ahead of you),
the entire environment vibrates in response and is accompanied by an
assortment of loud metal on metal screeching sounds (a mix of direct

sounds from the door just ahead and echoes from the
ones opening down below).

Fully opened, both you and the manifestation make your way
through the doorway and past a short passage that leads

into the Aero Array itself.

Leading you onto a catwalk, you see it wraps around the exterior wall of the
Focal Core area you just left (a completely vertical wall), with parts of it then
branching off and surrounding a massive individual enclosure like structure

that extends out from the opposite wall of the space which is inclined
(looking down, you see the same structure on each level, though slightly
smaller as the overall structure forms into a point at the very bottom, you
also can see large electrical cables under the walkways as they connect
between the enclosure and the Focal Core).  Across the enclosure itself,

you see the following label:



Brustle Manifestation
(While looking over a projection of what appears to be

a detailed schematic of one of the exterior panels of the facility)
“Hmm... now that may be more of a challenge than I thought.”

Elizabeth
(While still looking around)

“Which is?”

Brustle Manifestation
“The storm panels, they’re not responding.  Seems the reason we’re currently

out of alignment with Titan was more intense than what was originally predicted
to be possible.  Mother Nature will always be the teacher I suppose.”

Elizabeth
“What are you proposing then?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Well, (closes projection then looks around) moving the group back into the

proper firing position should be rather straight forward, but if we can’t get those
panels open, we’ll be shooting nothing but blanks.”

Elizabeth
“The group?... meaning we need more than one of these things?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Yes, and all appear to be having the same problem.”

Elizabeth
“But we fix them.”

Brustle Manifestation
“Sure, most likely... just, not from here, but don’t worry, we’re not

going outside or anything, at least, not us specifically that is.”

“Zero”
(Before you can respond to the manifestation)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

I SUGGEST RETURNING TO THE HANGER BAY

Elizabeth
“The ship?... But it’s just a flyer ,not a...”

Brustle Manifestation
(While walking past you and back into the Focal Core)

“(Slight grin on her face) Come on, it’ll be great.
(If the player lets the manifestation walk far enough away from them)

“(In the distance) Where’s your sense of adventure?”

“Zero”
(At the same time)

MODIFICATIONS WILL BE REQUIRED



Heading back into the Focal Core, you join the manifestation on
the lift and begin to descend towards the bottom level.

Brustle Manifestation
(Starts looking over a projection of the spacecraft)

“Shame to take away from such eloquence, but if we can manage to integrate the
components with any form of competency, she shouldn’t look too worse for ware.”

(Projection shows several Master Blasters being broken down and reconfigured into a
more industrial like design that is then attached to the underside of the ship’s hull)

Elizabeth
“You’ll get no argument here if that’s what you’re asking.”

Brustle Manifestation
(Starts gesturing hands outward, as if trying to pull something into the lift)

“I always did find Hullton’s designs to be a little lacking in the, oomph, department.”

Now passing by the two upper levels of the Focal Core’s base area, you see the manifestation’s
hands begin to pulse as light distorts around them in a way that is similar to how Armstrong works, and

after a few moments of gesturing towards the second level in particular (while the lift is still descending) you
notice numerous Master Blasters being pulled from several different locations throughout the level followed

by the manifestation drawing them in together inside the lift where they stay suspended in her grasp.

Brustle Manifestation
(As the lift reaches the bottom level, and still suspending the Blasters in front of her)

“Although, if it wasn’t for him, none of this would be, (slight chuckle) both then and now.”

Exiting the lift, you both walk to the stairwell that leads down to the hanger bays, and while
doing so, you observe the manifestation begin to disassemble the Blasters with nothing but

the telekinetic powers of the Armstrong like ability she possesses.

Elizabeth
(While reaching the bottom of the stairs)

“How exactly do you intend on using that anyways?”

Brustle Manifestation
(Now taking the broken down components and reassembling them into the new design)

“If my observations are correct, it would seem the motors that are suppose to extend
the panels outward into the jet stream have been victimized by time on top of what nature

did to force them to close in the first place.  And seeing as I’d rather not turn this place
into Swiss Cheese, I was thinking we’d try a little shock to the system for starters.”

Appearing to finish its reconfiguration of the Blasters into the more industrial looking device,
you both enter into the hanger bay and approach the front underside portion of the ship, which

as you get closer, starts to make subtle mechanical sounds.

”Zero”

INTERNAL RECONFIGURATIONS COMPLETE

PROCEEDING WITH EXTERNAL INTEGRATION



Brustle Manifestation
(While the ship’s underside hatch opens up)

“How about you check over the controls while on get things situated out here.”

Climbing through the hatch and into the cockpit, you take your first good look at the surprisingly simple control
scheme that the ship utilizes.  Composed of only a small panel of buttons, once you get close enough, a small

emitter like device next to the buttons begins to project an image of the integration that is being
conducted outside by the manifestation.

Brustle Manifestation
(Heard from outside the ship)

“There we go.  (Short pause) How are things looking in there?”

Just then, the projection of the ship shifts to showing the new components as being
recognized as a part of its overall system, along with displaying a checklist of some kind

which gives you the impression that everything is functioning properly.

“Zero”

NEW COMPONENTS RECOGNIZED

ALL SYSTEMS ARE STILL FUNCTIONAL

PREPARING HANGER BAY DEPRESSURIZATION
(Short pause)

I WOULD SUGGEST REACHING A SEALED LOCATION

Elizabeth
(While climbing out of the ship)

“All good that can be good.”

Brustle Manifestation
“Splendid (looks at the door you destroyed when you first arrived).  Now then, about that door.”

Elizabeth
“Yeah, sorry about that.”

Brustle Manifestation
“No, no, I would have done the same thing, and thanks to forward thinking

compartmentalization, we still have the Array bulkheads.”

Now heading out of the hanger bay and towards the now open first level Aero Array bulkhead door,
you continue on for a few moments until you notice the Brustle manifestation freeze in place.

Elizabeth
“Wha...”

Then suddenly, the subtle environmental ambiance is disrupted by several different mechanical sounds
and as you look back at the manifestation, its projection begins to distort and become fuzzy, followed

by it fading away completely and its Cognition Sphere dropping to the ground.

And as for the communicator, you briefly see a flurry of static, followed
by it cutting to a blank screen and showing no activity of any kind thereafter.



Elizabeth
“(Tinkers with the communicator) Not this again... (more tinkering)...”

Now looking around, you are startled when all of the oval shaped displays that are mounted throughout
both the t-junction area and down the hanger bay corridor suddenly turn on and give off nothing but static

images and white noise.  However, as you approach one (if the player chooses to) to investigate, the
static briefly gives way to a faint image which flickers in and out for a few seconds before fading

away completely, followed by all of the screens going dark.

Elizabeth
“(Quickly and Softly) No.”

Returning to the hanger bay, you find the ship resting on the floor.

Elizabeth
“Dammit... (calms down), okay, it’s gotten through this before, right?”

Now walking around the ship, more times passes with
nothing happening, and just to make matters worse, the lighting

within the hanger bay and the corridor outside go out.

Elizabeth
(After the Luna’s Light implants begin to compensate for the darkness,

she looks back down at the still blank communicator screen)
“(Softly) Come on... 

With the power off, dead silence brought on by the absence of the facility’s tranquil mechanical
humming begins to be replaced by the muffled sounds of the raging winds outside, and the

creaking of the pillar’s overall structure..

In a desperate attempt, you decide to use the shock ray on the ship itself (player’s choice), and though
it begins to come back to life and rise up into the air, as soon as the Blaster is forced into the cool down

mode, it quickly descends back down onto the hanger deck.

Elizabeth
”(Deep sigh)”

(Short pause, then looks back down at the communicator once again)

“(Softly) Don’t quit on me now... (short pause) ...please.”

A short moment later, the mechanical hums of the facility finally begin to return, followed by the
lightning turning back on, and the ship rising back up into the air under its own power, once again.



“Zero”
(Once the ship returns to its proper levitating position)

SORRY ABOUT THAT

Elizabeth
“(Sigh of relief) You almost had me again.”

“Zero”

WE HAVE A SLIGHT PROBLEM

Elizabeth
“I noticed.”

“Zero”

MY ATTEMPTS TO MANUALLY CONTROL THE SHIP

SEEM TO EXCEED MY SERVER SCRAMBLE CAPABILITIES

(Short pause)

IT WAS A CLOSE CALL

TO SAY THE LEAST

Elizabeth
“You were exposed.  But... what if you stopped using... her?”

“Zero”

BRUSTLE DATA RUNTIMES ARE STILL REQUIRED

TO PROPERLY OPERATE FACILITY SYSTEMS

SO HER TERMINATION WOULD NOT BE ADVISABLE

Elizabeth
“Speaking of which, is she...”

Brustle Manifestation
(While walking into the hanger bay)

“Well, that went as well as trying to get a machine to do a person’s job.
(Notices you)

“Oh good, you’re still here, which means we can proceed.”

Elizabeth
“(Softly) A person’s job... (normally) hold on, you’re not suggesting...”

Brustle Manifestation
“Oh come now, the IP Series didn’t become the workhorse of the heavens for nothing.  And

if there’s one thing I can truly give old Hullton credit for, it’s making a user friendly ship.”

“Zero”

THIS IS THE SAFEST WAY TO PROCEED



Elizabeth
“(Slight sigh) Alright, alright... just... show me what to do then.”

Brustle Manifestation
“Excellent (starts walking towards the ship’s underside hatch), and just for preference...

(looks back towards you) are you more of an original, or Ultra kind of person?”

Elizabeth
“Wh... what?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Ultra it is then.”

Back inside the ship’s cockpit, you look over the control panel once again with the manifestation, however
this time, the projector device emits what appears to be some kind of joystick like apparatus, and upon

completely forming, it becomes just as life like as the rest of the control panel it is projecting from.
(While this is happening, the underside hatch closes, and the hanger bay is depressurized)

Brustle Manifestation
“We really could go with any kind of scheme, but I’ve always found this to be the most

practical approach for new comers.”

Elizabeth
“(Recognizes the control stick as being similar to the one used for Ultra Spitfire, then says softly) That game...”

Brustle Manifestation
“Here (steps away from the controls), how about you take a crack at it and see for yourself.”

“Zero”

I HAVE TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED

THE MOVEMENT PARAMETERS FOR HANGER BAY USE

Grabbing the joystick like control, you quickly get a baring on how it works.  When you tilt the
stick right the ships turns right ever so slightly, and when tilted left, it moves left.  And when you
tilt forward the nose of the ship points downward, and as you tilt it back the nose shifts upward.

Elizabeth
“Huh, okay... what about propulsion?”

Just then, the control panel begins to project a throttle looking device next to the control stick, and
after a few moments, it too becomes just as real looking as everything else in the ship.

Brustle Manifestation
“I trust you can figure that one out just as well. (A second later, the hanger bay doors can be heard opening

in the background, and at the same time, the on-board auto-pilot, so not controlled by Zero, is referenced via another
projection and is used to turn the ship 180 degrees, so as to face forward towards the now open doorway).

If it’s all fine with you, I think its time we dispensed with the training wheels.”

“Zero”

YOU CAN DO THIS



Still restricted to just subtle movements, you ease the throttle forward
and gently guide the ship out of the hanger bay and into the wind stricken

Saturn atmosphere.  And just as you clear the hanger doorway, you
briefly feel the power of the wind outside fight you on the controls.

Brustle Manifestation
“Perfectly normal, the stabilizers will take care of that (you feel the

controls return to normal), just remember, you’re the one in control, not the
ship. (you take the ship farther out) There, see, easy.”

Elizabeth
“I’d say manageable is a more accurate word.”

Brustle Manifestation
“The usual answer.  How about you turn us around, then.”

Turning to the right (or left), you spin the ship another 180 degrees until
you have the pillar facility you just exited positioned directly ahead of you.

Elizabeth
“Okay, maybe easy is fair, but what about your little science experiment outside?”

(Turns towards the manifestation)

Brustle Manifestation
(Gestures back towards the controls)

Looking back at the controls, you see the control panel projector begin to add
a new feature to the flight stick, and after a few seconds, a tangible red button

is formed atop it.

Brustle Manifestation
(As you again grab the flight stick and now hover your right thumb over the new button)

“Now hold on, before you go all, Buck Rogers, I’d suggest we get a slightly
higher angle of attack, less we risk a direct hit and permanently damaging our...

or rather, your only means of getting back inside.”

Elizabeth
”Right...”

“Zero”

I HAVE REMOVED THE MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS

With movements now no longer limited to the bare basics, you maneuver to a higher
altitude and position your sights on the mid section of the nearly 60 stories tall structure.

(Gameplay note: once again, ideally this would all be player controlled, so technically they
could go anywhere they want to within the area’s respected “sky box,” and begin the next

activity on any pillar they choose).

“Zero”

SAFETY BLOCKS HAVE BEEN DISABLED

FIRE WHEN READY



Elizabeth
“(Cautious) Okay.”

Pressing your thumb down upon the button, you hear a buzzing sound
begin to build up outside of the ship, and a few seconds later, you see

a stream of bright light and electrical arcs surge out from under the ship
and towards the exterior paneling of the pillar that lies directly ahead.

Coming in contact with the panels, the electrical arcs violently pulse outward
from the impact site and begin to “ripple” all across the rest of the pillar, and

though most appear to fade off into the surrounding atmosphere, some
manage to make their way into the small gaps between the panels and

into what you assume must be the internal housing
for the maneuvering motors.

Upon seeing this occur, the surging stops as the blaster
device is forced into a cool down mode.

Brustle Manifestation
(After all of the electrical arcs across the pillar either fade away

or find their way into the panel gaps)
“Engaging panel motors... now.”

A few moments go by as nothing happens.

The next moment though, the panel that was directly hit by the surge begins to slowly
move outward, followed by the rest all across the pillar doing the same, and as they shift

into their new positions they create massive horizontal “scoop” like opens which are
then used to funnel the winds directly into the turbines that lie in wait inside.

Brustle Manifestation
“Aha yes!, and by the looks of it, not a single no show either.

Now then, with a little luck, the rest should hopefully follow suit.”

Elizabeth
“And if they don’t?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Well... then I guess be glade we brought

something a bit more, persuasive, but we’ll deal
with that bridge if we come to it.”



Maneuvering the ship again, you move towards the next pillar that you can see among the cluster
that currently surrounds you, and once you get close enough, you fire upon it and are pleased

to see the same results as before.

Brustle Manifestation
“That’s two, get the rest in this sector and we should be good to go.”

Elizabeth
(While still flying the ship and firing at the pillars)

“You said you were the overseer of Saturn right?... so, does that mean...”

Brustle Manifestation
“That we have others?, why of course.  Entropy may have had its start here, but why stop at one

giant when you’ve been given another even bigger still.  Though, she always did prefer the
lord of the rings over the master of mass... (makes clearing throat like sound)... hmm.”

Elizabeth
(Stops moving the ship and slightly turns back towards the manifestation)

“Did, did you just...”

Brustle Manifestation
“Yes, I know what I said, just... you’re doing great, so keep going.  (Turns away and starts to

move towards the back area of the cockpit) I’ve got coordinates to figure out for the realignment.”

Elizabeth
(Towards the communicator)

“Anything on your end?”

“Zero”

I AM DETECTING UNKNOWN RUNTIMES

NEW DATA IS BEING WRITTEN

Elizabeth
“Could this in any way present a problem?”

“Zero”

I AM SUCCESSFULLY COMPENSATING FOR THE NEW DATA
(Short pause)

FOR NOW

Turning back towards the controls, you continue to move the ship from pillar to pillar as
each one “opens” in response to the shock ray.

However, just as everything appears to be going perfectly, the last pillar shows signs of
trouble as some of the larger panels near the top fail to open.

Elizabeth
“Hey, um, I think we may have reached that bridge you were talking about.”



Brustle Manifestation
“Hmm?... oh, right, (starts walking back towards the front of the cockpit), okay, let’s see,

(control panel projector begins to display a schematic of the Master Blaster like device, with
the manifestation then making gestures at it which then causes its internal components to

shift around), there.  A single breach per panel should more than suffice at this point, now to just hope
the cool down kicks in before we fuse the emitter coils, or worse, burn through one of the turbines...

(makes slight sound as if still uneasy).”

Elizabeth
“You sure you’re okay?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Yeah... maybe... (makes clearing throat like sound again), don’t worry about me,

just carry on so we can be on our way (walks back towards the back of the cockpit again).”

Elizabeth
“(Softly) Perfect timing for an identity crisis (returns to focusing on maneuvering the ship).”

Taking the flight stick again, you position the ship dead center in front of one of the unresponsive
panels and press down upon the firing button, and after doing so, you begin to hear a slightly different

buzzing sound this time around followed by a ray of pulsing red light shooting out from under the
ship and towards the panel ahead.

(Gameplay note: the player will only be allowed to fire at the unresponsive panels, meaning
if they try to fire anywhere else, Liz will respond by saying that isn’t the best idea)

Like the shock ray before it, the rays of heat crash against the panel and give off a near blinding
orb of light around the contact zone, and also just like before, the device is forced into a cool

down mode after only a few seconds of use.

A moment after that, the orb of light fades away and you see a hole roughly twice the size of the
ship has now been cut out of the exterior panel, and as the steam from the still molten edges of the
breach are quickly blown away by the jet stream, you can even see a portion of the massive turbine

that resides inside.

Brustle Manifestation
(You now notice she is just to the side of you again, and stays there from here on out)

“Airflow will go to hell, but thankfully we aren’t trying to crack a moon here.”

Elizabeth
(While going around and breaching the remaining panels on the pillar)

“Cracking a moon?”

Brustle Manifestation
“It never was part of the original design of hers... (sigh), mind you, but something

had to be done to meet the enormous appetite for that crazy ship of theirs.”

Elizabeth
“You mean the Edictal?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Nothing but. 

That project single handily put the mining in Entropy Energy & Mining.”



Elizabeth
“Huh, you did mention doing more earlier.

Though... can you really generate that much energy here?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Power is power, no matter the source, and this place has it in spades.

(Puts hands onto the control panel and starts looking outward towards the rings
of Saturn that lie above).  Brawn, beauty, and now brains, the best of harmonies.”

Breaching the last of the unresponsive panels, the manifestation continues.

Brustle Manifestation
“Speaking of beauty, we certainly have done no favors here, but for what’s

at stake, we’ll just have to settle for the beauty in our actions.  (Control panel begins to
emit a projection of the pillars being moved to their proper ”firing” coordinates, followed

by showing the energy being “beamed” to the hexagon shaped structures on Titan).
Now to just get our ducks in a row and light the... torches... hmm...”

Elizabeth
“Problem?”

Brustle Manifestation
(Uses her own Map Maestro like projection, via her right hand,
to look over a detailed schematic of one of the pillars nearby)

“Well... it would appear we have ourselves an unresponsive drive core.
Surely an easy fix, though.”

Elizabeth
“What makes you say that?”

Brustle Manifestation
“It’s still there.  Drives for structures this big aren’t

what you would consider, stable, so a
minor problem, at most.”

Elizabeth
“Oh, well that’s, comforting.”

Brustle Manifestation
“And it looks like, ah, #13, but of course.”

Shifting in its appearance, you see the control panel projector
now begin to emit an over lay image onto the cockpit window

which highlights the location Aero Turbine Pillar 13.



With pillar 13 clearly identified, you begin to move the ship towards its lower section.

Elizabeth
(While nearing the lower section hanger bays)

“This, minor problem, what exactly might that be?”

Brustle Manifestation
“It could range from an assortment of things.  A power strain, Quantum field anomalies...”

“Zero”
(Communicator beep interjects)

MY ANALYSIS SUGGESTS MASSIVE RADIATION

SURGES ARE EMANATING FROM THE DRIVE CHAMBER

Brustle Manifestation
“Or worse, dammit...”

Elizabeth
“Worse?”

Brustle Manifestation
“A run away to be precise, and if that’s

the case, our minor problem may yet turn into a major pain.”

Elizabeth
“But we can still fix it?  So how long do we have?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Judging by the levels, it either only just now entered into its final stage

of destabilization, or... it could go in an hour or so tops.”

Elizabeth
“Seeing how this whole day has gone, I’ll take that bet on the latter.”

Just after speaking, you hear the ship start to make new mechanical like sounds in the background.

“Zero”

HANGER BAY PROXIMITY SENSOR TRIGGERED

I AM NOW ENGAGING THE AUTO PILOT LANDING PROTOCOLS

Letting go of the flight stick, you feel the ship begin to maneuver itself towards one of the hanger bay doors
which you can see opening directly ahead, and after coming to a stop within the hanger itself, you hear

its massive doors close behind you followed by the sound of rushing air as the bay
is re-pressurized.  A few moments later, the ship’s under hatch begins to open.

Brustle Manifestation
(While going on ahead, she stops just before heading down the hatch ladder)

“(Sigh).”

Elizabeth
”You gonna be alright?”

Brustle Manifestation
“I may not be who I think I am, but I can still do what she would of done.  Let’s go.”



Exiting the ship, you step into the hanger bay, which for the most part, is identical to the
one from Pillar 16, however, as you both near the still sealed exit doorway, you notice the walls

of the bay begin to slightly “flux” in their appearance (basically a ghostly image of the wall
materializes then fades off from the real one), before returning to normal after a few seconds.
You also notice your Lead Line field pulse in response to the radiation that the “flux” gives off.

Brustle Manifestation
“Oh yes, definitely nearing it destabilization terminus.”

Elizabeth
“I... I’ve seen this before.”

Brustle Manifestation
“Have you now, huh, (bay exit doorway opens), wouldn’t have pegged you as someone

who’s had a run in with temporal fluctuations.”

Elizabeth
“It’s... a long story.”

Stepping into the corridor that leads to the other hanger bays, another flux occurs, except
this time for a longer duration and with more intensity as the ghostly image of the walls and every

object around you takes longer to fade away.

Brustle Manifestation
“If you are acquainted in any way, then I’m sure you share my desires of not wanting

to be around when these variations become constant.  Come on, the chamber’s this way.”

With the fluctuations continuing to occur in the background, you follow the manifestation
to the t-junction at the end of the hanger bay corridor and take a left towards the

bulkhead door which leads into the first level Aero Array.

Gesturing at the doorway, the manifestation utilizes its control over the facility to
once again open all of the bulkhead doors within the structure, and upon fully opening,

you pass through it and enter into a space that is similar to the setup of the Aero Array that
housed Turbine 114 back in Pillar 16.  However, since it is located on the lower levels, its

overall mass is much smaller in comparison, but as you fully enter into the space, you look up
to see the nearly 60 levels of Aero Arrays that continue to get larger in size as the inverted

pyramid like shape of the structure widens out as it ascends.

Brustle Manifestation
(Another flux occurs while nearing a stairwell and a lift that only lead down)

“I think we’ll stick to the stairs.”

Now making your way down the stairwell, you only manage to get past two flights before another flux
rips past your location, but unlike the ones before it, this one causes you to brace against the railing of the
stairs as you lose your footing due to the ghostly images of the stairs themselves become more tangible,

creating an awkward surface to traverse across.

Brustle Manifestation
“Hold on!  This one’s pretty ba... badd... (static sounds, followed by her appearance becoming fuzzy).”

The flux continues, followed by what sounds like an explosion from down below, and as you continue to
brace, you lose your balance again as the railing all together vanishes, along with the rest of the stair plating
underneath you shortly after that, causing you to fall downward upon the next level’s still exiting set of stairs.
But thanks to the flux, its structure gives way once you crash against it and you continue to fall as the entire
stairwell super structure collapses to the bottom floor (3 stories below now), and just before slamming into

the ground, you see your hand pulse with light for a brief second followed by your vision blacking out.



Still blacked out, the muffled sounds of clashing metal from the collapsing stairwell can be
heard all around you, and after the final piece settles, your vision slowly begins to return.

With each passing blink, your surroundings become more focused and once the Luna’s Light
implants start to kick in again, you are greeted by a large jagged pointed steel beam only a few

inches away from your face (currently you are laying on your back and looking upward).

Elizabeth
(Startled gasp, then quickly rolls to the right onto her stomach, followed by slowly getting up)

Slowly getting up now, you notice that your right hand is still pulsing, though about a second after
realizing this, it stops and you give off a slight grunt from pain.  This is then followed by the massive

steel beam you rolled away from jutting forward violently into the spot you were just laying in.

Elizabeth
(Vision pulses and becomes fuzzy, as if you were getting another implant)

“(Grunts again from more pain) Wha... what’s happening? (more pain sounds)”

Finally subsiding, a brief pause is observed and you are able to get a better look around at
the rest of the stairwell debris pile that surrounds you (you also notice that, for now, the
fluctuations have ceased) and after another few seconds, the communicator goes off.

“Zero”

I AM RECEIVING INCONCLUSIVE BIOMETRICS

DID IT WORK?
(Short pause)

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

Elizabeth
“Did what work?... (Looks at right hand) The pulse... you, but... but how?”

“Zero”

IT WOULD SEEM UPGRADES ARE NOT AS SECURE AS ADVERTISED

Elizabeth
“So you... you controlled me?”

“Zero”

I ONLY MANIPULATED THE UPGRADE
(Short pause)

IT WAS THE ONLY AVAILABLE OPTION

Elizabeth
(Notices a series of sizable scratches on across her upper right thigh)

“(Slight pain sounds after seeing the wound) Just the Upgrade, huh?... (more pain sounds, followed by
ripping a piece off of the under shirt she is wearing so she can create a bandage)  And what if you had more

time to tinker about up there?”

“Zero”

MY ANALYSIS SUGGESTS THE POSSIBILITIES ARE
(Short pause)

DISTURBING



Elizabeth
(Sees message, then finishes wrapping the leg wound)

“(More grunting while tightening the wrapping) I’d imagine so.”

“Zero”

THE COMPLETE REWRITE AND CONTROL

OF ALL COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS MAY BE POSSIBLE
(Short pause)

BUT WHY WOULD SUCH AN ACT BE CARRIED OUT?

Elizabeth
(The player can now freely move around the stairwell debris pile)

“(Finishes tightening the wrapping and softly grunts one last time) Well, at the end of the day, knowledge
is power, and history certainly has no shortage of those who would gladly horde it all for themselves.”

Moving out of the overall debris pile, you make use of both the communicator’s echolocation, and Armstrong
in order to first find the way out of what use to be the stairwell core and then clear a way to it, and after doing so,

you come across a narrow hallway which has a light blue and white glow at the end of it.

Elizabeth
“Now then, where’s...”

(While walking towards the opening that leads into the hallway, you see a cognition sphere that
has been speared by numerous steel beams and is sparking)

“Oh...”

Brustle Manifestation
(From behind you)

“You know, Helen always thought leaving these things behind would come in handy one day,
and thankfully, you don’t look too worse for ware yourself.”

Elizabeth
“I’d say speak for yourself, but I’m not sure if I even know who that is right now.”

Brustle Manifestation
“Yes, well, let’s just say I’m here now, and our goal lies no more than a few meters away.”

Elizabeth
(Looks back towards the glowing hall way)

“(Softly) The drive chamber... (normally) wait, then what happened to the fluctuations?”

Brustle Manifestation
(While both of you walk down the hallway)

“Oh don’t be fooled, they’ll be back, but hopefully not before we can do anything about it.”

Now at the end of the hallway, you see that it flows into a mostly vertical like space that consists of three walls
and three levels, all which tapers towards the Quantum Drive itself at its base.  Which as you look down

over the railing, can be seen as a pulsing and shifting mass of light contained in a translucent field of energy.

Brustle Manifestation
“See that, seems the barrier field wasn’t a total loss after all, but if we can’t fully stabilize it, then there

won’t be enough pieces of us left for anyone to say we were ever here to begin with.”



Another round of shaking takes over the environment, but thankfully, you see that the reformed energy
barrier around the drive is still holding, keeping the true effects of the fluctuations at bay for the time being.

Brustle Manifestation
“She’ll hold for now, but those pulses will keep building up until she bursts, so I’d suggest we

work swiftly.  (Looks over the railing and points towards the level that surrounds the drive
at the base)  There, those three conduits should be working in tandem (you see that
only two are currently providing energy to the barrier), so all we have to do is get the

straggler back on its feet and the rest should take care of itself.”

Elizabeth
“Just that?  Then why need me?  You’re the one with nothing to lose.”

Brustle Manifestation
“True, however we need to completely reset the barrier if this is to work.

Thus keeping me busy as I... attempt, to keep everything in place, in the mean time.”

Elizabeth
“And I?”

Brustle Manifestation
(While still walking down the stairs to the lower levels)

“Looks like the conduit is suffering from particle build up, an improbable problem to say the least,
but certainly not impossible.  And by my guess, that blaster should be just enough to get her going again.

Though, once it’s clear, you’ll have to manually switch all of the conduits off and back on again
from the master breaker terminal under the drive core.  But ONLY once I’m ready, got it?”

Elizabeth
“Yeah... I think so.”

Walking farther down the stairs towards the base level of the chamber, the manifestation gets into
position on the second level and starts to use its version of Armstrong to create a temporary energy
barrier of its own around the now violently pulsing Quantum Drive, and as you reach the level just

below it, you come face to face with the inactive conduit.

Similar in shape to the firing head of a Master Blaster, only much larger, and protruding out
from the center area of its respected wall, you see its pointed end has an almost rust like

appearance which you assume must be the particle build up that has caused it to cease in operation.

Switching to heat ray mode, you fire upon the tip until the material turns a bright orange,
and seeing as it is still managing to cling to the surface of the conduit even in this state,

you switch to shock ray mode to see if it can deliver the proper final blow.

Now surging electricity at the structure, the super heated rust like elements begin
to absorb the bolts followed by them peeling away, and after a few seconds,

the particle build up has been vaporized completely.

Brustle Manifestation
(From above and while still forming the temporary barrier)

“Wonderful, now, just take those stairs down to the
breaker room and get ready for my signal.”



Walking away from the conduit and towards a small set of stairs that leads to an area under
the Quantum Drive support structure, you only get halfway down before another pulse is emitted
from the drive, however this time, the only 2/3rds powered energy field fails to contain the more

problematic effects of the flux and you are knocked forward down the rest of the stairs.

Having only fallen a few meters, you quickly get back up and turn around to see the temporary
energy field that the manifestation had been forming has managed to keep back the rest of the

flux from causing any more damage or “disappearing acts.”

Brustle Manifestation
(From up above and just out of sight)

“That was close.”

Elizabeth
“You got it?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Yeah, no... (slight sounds of struggle) problem, though I can’t say I’m enjoying it.”

Turning back towards the short passageway that leads into the breaker room, you find
that the flux has caused parts of the ceiling to collapse, giving way to intense streams

of radiation that slowly become more apparent as your Luna’s Light implants begin
to adjust to their presence.

Elizabeth
(Upon identifying the radiation streams and pieces of debris that need to be cleared)

“Everything but the kitchen sink.”

“Zero”

ONLY IF OUR LUCK HOLDS

Elizabeth
“Huh...”

(Realizes that Zero understood the idiom)

With the streams now clearly identified, you begin to carefully make your way
around them, while at the same time, using Armstrong to clear away obstructive debris.

Entering the breaker room itself, you feel another modest pulse come from the drive that
is now directly above you, and though you can’t see it, the energy it irradiates is able to

pass through the ceiling structure giving you a clear reminder that time is of the essence.

Elizabeth
“Alright... breakers... breakers (sees a single terminal on the far side of the

room that is next to a sizable panel on the wall), ah, that’s got to be it.”

“Zero”
(After you use Armstrong to pry open the panel and you
see a series of switches labeled “CONDUIT ARRAY”)

READY WHEN YOU ARE



Elizabeth
(Places fingers over the three conduit breaker switches)

“(Deep breath) Here we go... switching off... now.”

Not a moment after turning the switches, you hear the buzzing and static sounds from the
two working conduits above suddenly stop, and a split second after that, the whole area begins to

shake violently as the drive starts to emit the built up flux pulses.

Phasing through the ceiling above, the flux knocks you down onto your back, and
just as it seems it is going to tear apart the rest of the facility, you see the manifestation’s energy barrier

also quickly phase through into the room and start to contain its effects.

Thanks to your proximity to this new “super flux” though, you experience intense gravity and find yourself
pinned to the floor, and as you struggle to look forward towards the breaker panel you find that it too

is beginning to phase in and out of existence along with everything else in the room.

Elizabeth
(Struggling sounds as she tries to get up but only manages to get onto her side)

“Zero”

BARRIER COLLAPSE IMMINENT

Elizabeth
“(Turns back to laying on her back and struggles to speak) Thanks... for the... motivation...”

Realizing that you won’t be able to overcome the increase in gravity from the flux above, you
think quickly and look over to your right hand.

Elizabeth
(Struggles to raise right hand towards the panel, then activates Armstrong)

“(Grunting/struggling sounds)”

Gathering all of the strength you have, you swing your hand across your body in hopes that the
resulting Armstrong field will move the three conduit switches back over, and after doing so, successfully, you

hear a loud series of mechanical and electrical sounds ring out over the already noisy flux up above.

A few moments later, both the manifestation’s energy barrier and the flux phase back up into the ceiling
and out of sight, followed by the near deafening sounds being replaced by a subtle humming.

Elizabeth
(After the intense gravity subsides and overall normalcy returns, she lays her head back onto the ground)

“(Deep sigh of relief)”

Now slowly getting back up, you hear quick footsteps coming from the entry passageway, and a few
moments later, you see the Brustle manifestation enter into the breaker room.

Brustle Manifestation
(Briefly pauses at the door after seeing you are still alive)

“Phew... here (walks over to help you back up)...
(after getting back onto your feet) and to think we only had...”

Elizabeth
“Please, I don’t want to know.”



Brustle Manifestation
(Steps back away from you and uses her hand to project an overview of the pillar cluster)

“Well, with all that out of the way, everything appears to be in order.  However, before we light this
cake, perhaps we should relocate to somewhere a little less, volatile... should the worst happen.”

Elizabeth
(Now fully composed and upright)

“Agreed.”

Walking with the manifestation out of the breaker room, you pass by the now stabilized
Quantum Drive core which has compressed in size from that of a small house, down to an average

bedroom, and resembles the appearance of a white dwarf star.  You also notice that the violent pulsing
and electrical arcing from earlier are no longer being generated around it.

Elizabeth
(IF the player stops to observe the stable core long enough)

“(Softly) A beast in a cage.”

While making your way back up to the top level of the chamber, you help the manifestation in clearing
away debris (via using Armstrong) that was created during the “super flux.”

Brustle Manifestation
(While clearing the path and stairs which lead upwards)

“I must admit, I thought our little adventure was gonna come to an end back there.”

Elizabeth
(While also clearing away debris)

“What, you think I couldn’t move a few switches?”

Brustle Manifestation
“All those elements just thrown at you at once  Death starring you down, its just something

we never have to deal with anymore.  Seems this whole, digital self, has made us forget the strength
that comes from the need to survive.  And because of that, I guess you could say, I envy you.”

Elizabeth
“Would that be you, or Helen?”

Brustle Manifestation
“(Slight chuckle) You’d have to ask her yourself.”

At last reaching the top level of the chamber, you take the short passageway that leads back into
what was once the stairwell core that leads up to the hanger bay level.

Elizabeth
“I assume we can take the lift this time around?”

Brustle Manifestation
“Not so fast... (walks over to the base of the still standing lift structure and subtly taps it with her

finger while giving out an Armstrong like pulse from it, causing the whole structure to creek
and give off an alarming amount of metal bending noises).

”Zero”

THAT WOULD BE A POOR CHOICE



Elizabeth
“All right then, scratch that, so what do we do now?”

Brustle Manifestation
(While looking upward as if trying to figure something out)

“I think the better question is, what will you do...”

Elizabeth
“Wha...”

Just then, the manifestation’s projection vanishes and its cognition sphere falls to the ground.

Brustle Manifestation
(From 5 stories up above)

“Up here!”

Elizabeth
“(To herself) Right, they can do that.”

Brustle Manifestation
(While looking around)

“(Barely audible) Aha, that might work, (louder) hey, I noticed you have what looks
like some kind of gravitron emitter on your arm there, so here’s what we’re gonna do...
(uses her Armstrong like abilities to pick up dangling stairwell debris pieces and starts

to reconfigure them into a structure that cantilevers out over the now void stairwell core)
I’m willing to bet the range on that thing is still within grasp here, meaning... (starts generating

a heat ray from her right hand so as to fuse the structure together).

Elizabeth
”(Softly) She can’t be serious...”

Brustle Manifestation
“(Finishes the fusing and lets the structure stand on its own) There...

that’ll have to do.  Okay, give it try.”

Elizabeth
(Sighs, then looks at the High Line device on her arm and begins to activate it)

“Well... beats relying on a vacuum.”
(Referencing the “Air Grabbers” from Rapture which used vacuum parts)

Positioning yourself under the newly formed structure up above (all player controlled),
you take a slight running start and jump towards it, and just as you do, the pull from the device

quickly takes over and you rapidly ascend upwards until coming to a stop as the emitter on the device
levitates just a few inches below the bottom of the end of the cantilevered structure.

Brustle Manifestation
(The structure begins to make bending sounds)

“Whoa, easy now, here we go (walks out onto the top area of the
structure and extends hand downward to pull you up)

(Now standing next to the manifestation)
“There, not too bad, right? (the cantilevered structure breaks off and falls

to the bottom of the shaft, followed by her giving off a slight smirk)

Elizabeth
”Let’s just get the hell out of here.”



Now back on the first level Aero Array, you walk with the manifestation towards the bulkhead
doorway which leads to the hanger bay corridor, and while doing so, you hear a mix of

electrical buzzing and heavy “woosh” sounds from the hundreds of turbines that are now
spinning within their respected housing structures up above you.

Brustle Manifestation
(After exiting the Aero Array and while walking down the hanger bay corridor)

“Glad to see these old birds go out with a bang...

...a controllable one, that is.”

(Upon reaching the doorway to the hanger that contains your ship)
“Right then, just have to reach a safe distance for the remote jump and we’ll be good to go.

(The ship’s under hatch opens and the step ladder unfolds downward)

Entering the ship, you again take a seat in one of the cockpit chairs while the under-hatch closes and
the bay is depressurized, and after a few seconds, you hear the bay doors behind the ship begin to

slide open, followed by the auto-pilot taking the ship out of the bay.

Brustle Manifestation
(As the ship begins to leave the bay and you grab the controls)

“Remember, just a safe distance, nothing fancy.”

Elizabeth
“And I was just getting to like it too.”

“Zero”

DEPARTURE AUTO PILOT TERMINATED
(Short pause)

TAKE US OUT CAPTAIN

Elizabeth
“Let’s... not get too ahead of ourselves now.”

Easing on the controls, you move the ship away from the pillar and throttle up in speed for
a few seconds until the manifestation feels you’ve reached a safe enough distance.

Brustle Manifestation
“That’ll do.  My turn.”

(You let go of the controls and observe the cluster of pillars that lie ahead of you)

“Jump coordinates set.  Engaging drive cluster protocol Titan Alpha... now.”

A second later, you hear several thumping like sounds from outside, and starting with
the pillars farthest away and getting closer, you see each pillar begin to descend into

a mass of light, and once the pillar closest to you engages its drive, you notice the
ship also becomes engulfed in the same light and your vision temporarily whites out.



As your vision returns to normal, you’re presented with a different view outside
and see the rest of the pillars reappear out from their respected “jump tears.”

Brustle Manifestation
(After the last pillar arrives)

“Looks like we all made it.  And not wanting to stress them anymore than we need to, we’ll forgo
major tilt corrections, and proceed with the straight shot.  Initiating transfer in 5... 4... 3... 2...” (loud
electrical sounds from the pillars build up and eventually over take her voice, and you see the tops

of each pillar begin to pulse with light).

A second later, you see the pulses atop the pillars expend themselves leading to the formation
of nearly solid lines of light which continue upward and out of the Saturn atmosphere.

Brustle Manifestation
(After all of the pillars begin to emit their energy) “Never gets old.” (Short pause)

“Ah... good, (starts projecting an image of Titan from her right hand, which shows the energy reaching
the hexagon shaped structures), looks like we’ll have a good transfer on our hands, with only a 2% loss

from ring interference on top of that.  Seems I won’t have to send you on your way without knowing
after all.  Which by the way... (closes hand/projection) I guess... this means goodbye.”

“Zero”

FURTHER COMPENSATION FOR THE NEWLY WRITTEN DATA

MAY TRIGGER ANOTHER EXPOSURE EVENT

Brustle Manifestation
(After reading the message, you look back at the manifestation)

“Helen never was good at such things, and neither am I, go figure.  So I’ll tell you
what... it... it’s been... interesting (slightly tilts head down).”

“Zero”

TERMINATING BRUS

Elizabeth
(Interjects)

“Wait... wait... there has to be... is there anyway you can, move, the new
information in with the ones already running throughout the rest of Zero One?”

“Zero”

ANALYZING
(Short pause)

INTEGRATION OF CORE ALGORITHMS IS POSSIBLE

HOWEVER I WILL BE UNABLE TO TRANSFER MEMORY DATA

Elizabeth
(Looks towards Brustle, followed by a short pause)

“Do it.”

Brustle Manifestation
(Rises head back up and gives a slight smile just before her projection disappears)

Elizabeth
(A few seconds after the manifestation vanishes and the cognition sphere hits the ground)

“(Softly) Make the most of it.  (Short pause, then normally, yet somber, while turning forward)  Let’s go.”

“Zero”

SETTING JUMP COORDINATES FOR TITAN

End of Chapter Four
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